Origins scenarii 1. Tidal splitting of a massive object:
A massive comet (or a Centaur object) was tidally disrupted during a close and slow encounter with Saturn (Dones, 1991).
Origins scenarii Collisional destruction of a satellite
A satellite was originally in Saturn's Roche Zone and was destroyed by a passing comet (Pollack, 1973) .
Origins scenarii
3. Remnants of Saturn's sub-nebula disk (Pollack, 1973) Less popular : composition difference between rings and classical satellites, whereas they should have originated from the same disk on this scenario.
Age of the rings
Rapid evolutionnary processes suggest young ring system (maybe < 10 8 yrs old).
But, both scenario 1 and 2 require the passage of one or several big comets very close to Saturn. Another process is required to generate the ring.
Collisional destruction of a primordial satellite
Surviving tidally driven migration in Saturn's Roche Zone
Tidal migration inward if a sat < a(Sync orbit) and outward otherwise. 
Models evaluation
The problem of silicates:
Both satellites and comets have a much larger silicates/ice ratio than observed in the rings.
However, big satellites can be differentiated.
Tidal disruption: preferential capture of surface and mantle material (high ice/Si ratio). Si core lost to unbound orbit.
Satellite destruction: intense cometary flux can peel off the icy shell of a differentiated satellite. Si core corotating with an inner and outer rings. Unstable: removes debris from the RZ.
Massive rings around other giant planets:
Tidal disruption: capture rate is the lowest for Saturn. Survival of the other ring systems over the age of the Solar System.
Satellite destruction: only Jupiter and Saturn have their Synchronous Orbit below their Roche Limit. Neptune's inner satellites are problematic (hyp: disrupted beyond Roche Limit, reaccreted and tidally migrated inward to present locations). Jupiter's region between RL and SO is much narrower than Saturn's. But Jupiter's satellite ice/silicates ratio is lower, narrowing again the « interesting » region (exception: Amalthea is much lighter than the Galilean's satellites).
